Abstract-There are the problem that it must be given the reference standard sequence ahead according to the experience or statistics method in the classical grey entropy relation for fault diagnosis. But it is often lack of objectivity and high accuracy degree. The paper introduced one advanced Fuzzy C-Mean cluster to get the reference standard sequence, which not only mended the above shortage, but also was applied to some equipment to verify its validity and superiority.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the equipment fault diagnosis, because the test equipment has some limit, the fault data is often grey of part known and part unknown. The Grey System Theory has some advantage to process the data, in which the grey relationship method is fault mode recognition through calculating the relationship degree between the detected mode or comparison sequence and the fault mode or reference sequence [1] . Grey entropy relationship method uses the entropy to express the relationship degree, and takes full advantage of the individuality information to realize the entire approach, so it is more scientific and reasonable [2] .
However, it needs a reference sequence beforehand in the grey entropy relationship fault diagnosis method, which is often given by the experience or statistics [3] . In order to increase the objectivity and veracity, the Fuzzy C-Mean (FCM) cluster is introduced to get the C optimal cluster center as C grey category for generating the reference sequence. The fusion method based on FCM and Grey entropy relationship is applied to some example fault diagnosis to verify its effectiveness and superior.
II. GREY ENTROPY RELATIONSHIP METHOD AND ITS

DISADVANTAGE
The part information sequence is named as grey connotation sequence [4] . Order grey connotation sequence X , x at the k point is defined respectively as
 
In which,  is differentiated coefficient, and
The grey entropy of sequence ) , , , (
Thus, the grey relationship entropy is 
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The grey entropy relationship degree is defined as 
THE STEPS OF THE CLASSICAL GREY ENTROPY RELATIONSHIP FAULT DIAGNOSIS METHOD
It needs a reference sequence beforehand in the grey entropy relationship fault diagnosis method, which is often given by the experience or statistics.
III. ONE ADVANCED FUSION FAULT DIAGNOSIS METHOD BASED ON FUZZY C-MEAN CLUSTER AND GREY ENTROPY
RELATIONSHIP
In the paper, the Fuzzy C-Mean (FCM) cluster is introduced to get the C optimal cluster center as C grey category for generating the reference sequence. FCM is one cluster method based on target function, which considers every data point is belong to each difference category as the fixed subordinate degree. The fuzzy procession can reflect the real distribution of the data, which is an objective and effective method of confirming the reference standard sequence. Meanwhile, the FCM cluster based on extreme difference specification can used to nondimensionalize [6] . The steps are summarized as bellow:
A. Collect The Fault Data
According to the evaluation target, the evaluation index system is established, and then evaluation data is collected to set up the data matrix. 
C. Confirm The Referenced Standard Sequence Based on FCM
Through FCM cluster to get the C optimal cluster center of the reference sequence and every cluster center can be recorded as
(1) The sample set is divided as }) , , , ({ 
D. Fault Diagnosis
Calculate the grey relationship entropy is calculated to judge the fault mode [7] .
IV. APPLICATION EXAMPLE AND ANALYSIS
The paper chooses the aviation radio equipment as the diagnosis object, and the fault diagnosis locates at the chip or module level. Table I gives the fault phenomenon of "the radio station is uncontrolled", in which the fault omen is expressed as condition attribution "C", C ={+5V voltage C 1 ,UUT receiver voltage C 2 , UUT transmitter voltage C 3 , 1553B bus C 4 }, decision attribution D={d 1 ,d 2 }, "d 1 "means fault front-panel, "d 2 " means fault host PC. Firstly, the front 10 group fault data is nondimensionalized of extreme difference specification, and the results is shown as Table II . Then, because the fault module has 2 categories, the cluster number is set to 2  C . And then, the FCM cluster is applied to get the reference standard sequence as Table III. After then, the (11) and (12) group fault data is applied FCM cluster to get cluster center, which is calculated their grey entropy relationship degree as Table IV. According to grey entropy relationship degree of the (11) and the (12) group fault data, the fault mode is decided, and the fault mode is got as 1 
D and 2
D respectively, which is verified their accordance with the test data. So the method is effective, which is settled the base to the next fault diagnosis application. The FCM is used to get the reference standard sequence, which use the test data themselves and need not any subjectivity factor, the accuracy is higher. It has some diagnosis advantage of the situation of the fuzzy fault omen and the inconspicuous fault boundary.
V. CONCLUSION
Through studying the disadvantage of the classical grey entropy relationship, the reference standard sequence fault diagnosis method based on FCM is given, and the example is verified the effectiveness, which provides a new way to study the grey theory fault diagnosis more objectively.
